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Commander Corry, of H. B. M. brig Panta...........
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PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
loon,
arrived
Wednesday
evening,
over land, from Washington, and sailed yes-* ,
JAMES K. REMICH.
Officeon the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House. terday in tow of the steamboat Richmond.
We understand he is the bearer of despatches
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— to the British Government, and will put into
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which; the first port on the Western Coast.—Beacon.
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

It has been often asserted that public contracts, in general, are given to individuals,
who are favorites of the government, in order
to enable them to amass fortunes.
Some
facts which have recently come to light go
strongly towards confirming this. For the
last eighteen years, the government of the
United States has expended nearly fifty mil
lions of dollars on our fortifications, and yet
at this time we have not twenty guns any
where mounted, and the forts are in a state
of dilapidation. ^The Navy too, notwithstand
ing the immense sums expended on it, is in
a wretched state, so much so, that it is stated
on the authority of intelligent officers, that
the armament of the ships in actual service,
is so miserable that it ought to be condemn
ed and thrown overboard.
guns are in
such condition that it would be ;more dan
gerous to us than to our enemies to discharge
them.
Steam batteries, the most efficient
means of harbor defence, are as yet unknown
to our service.—Aewburyport Herald.

No. 42.

FOREIGN NEWS

UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE.

Late from Europe.—The ship Rubicon, TWENTY-FOURTH CONGRESS....FIRST SESSION.
of this.port, Rogers, master, arrived last night
SENATE.
from Havre, whence she sailed on the 16th
MONDAY, FEB. 22.
Jan. By the Rubicon we have received our
files of Paris papers to Jan 12.
Mr. Walker, recently elected one of the
They do not appear to contain any thing of j Senators from Mississippi, appeared, was
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
interest in regard to the relations between ! qualified and took his seat.
paper discontinued, exceptât the option of the pub
France and the United States.
The President submitted the following mes
French Squadron in the West Indies.—Capt.
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
The address ofthe Chamber of Deputies in sage, and accompaning documents, viz :
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for Stowe of the brig Bunker Hill, at this- port,
reply to the King’s speech, was reported to To the Senate and House of Representatives :
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount from Antigua, St. Kitts and St. Barts, informs
charged for its insertion.
I transmit, herewith, to Congress, copies
the Chamber Jan. 8. It is mostly an echo of
that afleet of jive sail of the line and six frig
the sentiments of the speech, in most cases of the correspondence between the Secreta
ates, had recently arrived at Fort Royal,
expanded
by
illustrative
remarks.
The
only
¡
DEFERRED ARTICLES
ry of State and the Charge d’Affaires of his
(Martinique) from France : and that he left
passage referring to the relations with this Britannic Majesty, relative to the mediation
From Mexico.—The schr. Essex, which ar at St. Barts the French man-of-war schooner
country is the following.
of Great Britain in our disagreement with
Mutine, statioq^d at that place.—ib.
rived at New. Orleans, on the 1st ult.
“ The Chamber regrets with your Majesty 1 France, and to the determination ofthe
f
--------- --------Laguna, reports that an embargo was laid on
that the treaty of the 4th of July, 1831, has ), French Government to execute the treaty of
Michigan.— We learn from the Detroit pa
all vessels in Laguna and Campeachy on the
not yet received its complete execution.
execjjtion. In ; indemnification, without further delay, on the
pers,
that
the
persons,
elected
under
the
con

30th Nov. and continued to the 15th Dec.
the friendly mediation of Great Britain the'i aPpi‘eu‘ "! F payment by the agent of the
stitution
adopted
by
the
people
ofthe
territo

when it was removed in part from all vessels
_ a fresh proof of the alli
l United
States.
- u„.. i----------Chamber
has seen

but American, (or those bound to the United ry of Michigan, as members of the Senate
The grounds upon which the mediation
ance
which
marks
both
countries.
The
dec

States,) and entirely removed on the 25th and House of Representatives, have assem
larations contained in a recent act enable us was accepted will be found fully developed
December. It was in consequence of the bled, and are proceeding to act as a legislative
On the part of
More Bayonets at the Bank.—Here is a- at length to hope for a termination equally in the correspondence.
raising of troops to the amount of 5000, to body, although the constitution has not in any nother paragraph from the Bedford (Pa.) Ga honorable to two great nations.”
France the mediation had been publicly ac
send to Texas, and fears were entertained form received the sanction of Congress, and zette—indicating a “ spirit” which finds so
The debate on the address was assigned cepted before the offer of it could be received
that the news would reach the United States the people have not been even authorized to much favor with the Globe and Gen. Jackson. for the 11th, and eight members enrolled here. Whilst each of the two Governments
form
a
constitution.
The
Detroit
Journal
before it could be accomplished.
We are betrayed and we will vindicate our their names to speak for, and six against it. has thus discovered a just solicitude to resort
says, “ it is quite possible that an effort will
selves WITH OUR BAYONETS, and On the day assigned several members spoke to all honorable means of adjusting amicably
be made, to supercede the territorial officers,
Latest from Texas.—The New Orleans and to abrogate the laws of Congress.” It is the traitors are forever consigned to the deep for and against the address. There was little the controversy between them, it is a matter
unutterable execration of the American peo reference to the American subject. Mr. de ofcongratulation that the mediation has been
Bulletin, of Feb. 2, contains a public docu
surprising that the people of the territory
ment, dated Goliad, Dec. 22d, and signed by should be so eager to seize upon the prerog ple. This foreign Aristocratic Bank must be Sade, who disapproved some parts of the ad rendered unnecessary. Under such circum
a great number of names, chiefly Americans, atives of a State, by hazarding the peace and annihilated “ peaceably if we can, forcibly if dress, said “ it was gratifying to see that the stances the anticipation may be confidently
indulged, that the disagreement between the
we must.” We repeat our call on our fellow
declaring Texas “ a free, sovereign and inde
quiet of the country by a manifestly illegal citizens of Philadelphia—.Raze the ACCUR message of the American President formed a United States and France, will not have pro
pendent state.”
usurpation, when there was not the slightest SED Institution to the ground, and we, the singular contrast with the abruptness of a duced more than a temporary estrangement.
The declaration enters somewhat at length obstacle to their obtaining all they desire in a
similar document of the last year. Mr. Salinto the condition of Texas, deplores the len legal way, by merely taking the proper meas Democracy of Pennsylvania, will help you to verte, who,opposed the address, said that“ in The healing effects of time, a just considera
iency of the Texian government in permit ures, for passing through the necessary forms. strew salt over its foundations !
the President’s message of the last year tion of the powerful motives for a cordial
ting Cos to capitulate, and affirms that many
France had been insulted, and the message good understanding between the two nations,
Congress has shown no disposition to refuse
of the officers, civil and military, are more
which had been just received, did not at all, the strong inducements each has to respect
“
Figures
won
’
t
lie.
”
—
The
administration
its assent to the constitution, and to the ad
in his opinion, repair the injury ; he there and esteem the other, will no doubt soon ob
ambitious of emoluments than the good of
papers
have
raised
a
great
hue
and
cry
about
mission of Michigan to the Union as a State.
the country. It is furthermore stated, that But until the constitution was formed their the loss of the $3,000,000 appropriation, ask fore thought that Ministers had yielded far literate from their remembrance all traces of
that disagreement.
there is more danger from the corrupting in consent had not been asked.—Boston Pat.
ed for in accordance with the secret wishes of too easily in this dispute.”
Of the elevated and disinterested part the
It is stated that Mr. Bois le Comte is ap
fluence of Santa Anna’s gold than from his
the President. They complain that the pres
pointed to succeed Mr. Serrurier as Minister Government of Great Britain has acted, and
bayonets.—The necessity of forming an in
We regret to learn, says the Alexandria ent state ofthe Navy, &c. which, all admit, to the United States, butthat he will not as was prepared to act, I have already had oc
dependent sovereign state immediately, in or Gazette, that it is highly probable that the is not in a fit state for war, and hardly for
der that all her energies may be concentrated, Hon. yenry Clay will not retain his seat in peace, is owing to the loss of that appropria sume his functions until the friendly relations casion to express my high sense. Universal
is pointed out with great force.—N. Y. Gaz. the Senate of the United States after the close tion. Now if the administration had been so between the two countries are fully re-estab respect and the consciousness of meriting it,
are with governments as with men, the just
lished.
of the present session of Congress.
We very desirous of increasing the navy for in
Mr. Wilkins, our Minister to St. Peters- rewards of those who faithfully exert their
From the Tallahasse Floridan of the 30th mention the fact, says that paper, because stance, and wished for $2,000,000 to expend
power to preserve peace, restore harmony
ult. we take the following further information we are anxious that Mr. Clay may be prevail upon it in addition to the ordinary appropria burgh, had arrived at Berlin.
and perpetuate good will.
Boston Daily Adv. of %Alh ult.
in relation to the difficulties in that territory. ed on by an expression of public feeling both tions, common sense would have certainly !
I may be permitted, I trust, at this time,
“ Twelve friendly Indians arrived yester in his own state and throughout the country, Jed them to expend all the previously appro
Curious Reverse.—A French Nobleman of without a suspicion of the most remote de
day from Tampa—they will act as guides to to re-consider his determination, if he has priated money. Much to our surprise, how
the expedition which will march in a few made one, to take leave of public life at this ever, we find by the official Report of the the name of St. Paer was recently found dead, sire to throw off censure from the Executive*
days from this place. They state that the time or even shortly.
Secretary ofthe Navy, that “ there remained under a hedge near the walls of a splendid or to point it to any other department or
branch of the Government, to refer to the
loss ofthe Seminoles at the battle of Withlain the Treasury on the 1st of October 1835, the chateau in Normandy. His death was occa
sioned by starvation. But what makes the want of effective preparation in which our
cochee, was one hundred and four killed.—
sum
of
”
$1,497,245
20,
—
and
that
to
meet
Fresh disturbances between Ohio and |'u
—-w,
......
Among whom was Osceola or Powell ; who Michigan have occurred. The assessors of! engagements under“ existing contracts,” (but circumstance particularly striking is the fact, country was found at the late crisis. From
the nature of our institutions, the movements
they say, received two wounds, and died two Michigan have been trying to collect taxes
2® remembered, not expended,) lhe sum that this very chateau had formerly been his of the Government in preparation for hostil
own,
and
that
he
had
lost
it
together
with
a
days after the action.
from those who deem themselves citizens of! °* 8616,000 would be wanted, leaving even
The reported death of Powell is not gener Ohio. The Michigan officers broke open the • tlten the princely sum of $881,245 20 unex- large estate in consequence of his dissipated ities, must ever be too slow for the exigen
cies of unexpected war. I submit it then to
us hear no
ally credited by our citizens.”
house of a Mr. Hoad ley, and took a quantity. Peflded and uncontracted for. Let
Lettrs
nd and extravagant habits*
you, whether the first duty we owe to the
nore ^id
then,
about the loss of the $3.000,of property. Th7pwffi7w^
, .«„L !! *...
.
....
In the district of Appein, in Silesia, a wom people who have confided to us their power
f,nce lie aflfnin,stratlon have not expenThe French Indemnity.—The New York out a warrant against the Michigan officers !
is not, to place our country in such an atti
their
Commercial Advertiser publishes the follow and lodged them in the jail of Wood County ded the
,hp money already placed at ,h
""' dispo an aged 100 years hung herself lately. All tude as always to be so amply supplied with
her family having been successively convey
sal.
—
Portland
Adv.
ing extract of a letter from Paris.
Ohio.—Boston Post.
ed to the tornb, she labored under the idea the means of self-defence as to aff ord no in
“ You will wish to know how the Presi
ducements to other nations to presume upon
dent’s Message was received here. I answer
(f/^The mobocracy, following the advice that God had forgotten to call her out of the our forbearance, or to expect important ad
A Georgia paper says that there is a rumor
world.
that it has been well received, very well in that Crowell, [Powell] the Chief of the Sem of the Globe, have had a gathering in Phila
vantages from a sudden assault, either upon
deed. And 1 now tell you a fact—which I inóles, now making so much trouble in Flor delphia. A letter from that city informs us
.7 dwarf horse, of the Indian or Pampas our commerce, our sea coast, or our interior
well know to be true—but of which the pub ida, was educated at Col. Johnson’s Choctaw that Dr. Burden, who is a prominent Jackson breed, has been imported into New York from frontier. In case of the commencement of
man, and who has been mainly instrumental
lic here have not been informed—that the school.—N. Y. Courier & Enq.
Buenos Ayres—he is only 36 inches in hostilities during the recess of-Congress, the
in the success ofthe Bank bill, has been burnt
King and ministers, at a cabinet meeting
time necessarily elapsing before that body
height.
in
effigy
by
a
mob,
after
having
been
drawn
held on Monday, (the 4th inst.) after much
The New Bedford Mercury states, that on
could be called together, even under the most
debate, came to the conclusion to communi Wednesday afternoon, the barn of Mr. David through the streets. On Thursday evening,
The revolutionary spirit appears to increase favorable circumstances, would be pregnant
a
mob
visited
Mr.
Biddle
’
s
house,
uttered
a
cate to the government of the United States, Vincent, Long Plain's, was burnt with 15 tons
in the Canadas, and it is not improbable that with danger, and if we escaped without sig
through the court of St. James, (there being bay—and that the fire caught during the few groans, and broke a few panes of glass ; it may break out in direct opposition to the nal disaster or national dishonor, the hazard
no other way at present,) that they are satis process of steaming a sick cow according to —still Mr. Biddle remained “ calm as a sum authority of the British Crown.
of both unnecessarily incurred, could not fail
mer’s morning.”—Portland Adv.
fied with the explanations given in the message the Thomsonian system.
to excite a feeling of deep reproach. I ear
and that they are ready to pay the mbney as
A woman named Crosby, fell into the fire
Accounts from St. John’s (N. F.)to the nestly recommend to you, therefore, to make
soon as the American government will indicate at New London, 16th ult. and was burnt so
The President continues to be exceedingly 18th of December, represent the Small Pox such provisions that in no future time shall
to whom it is to be paid. So you see this dif badly, that she died soon after. Some per wrathy at the idea of a recharter of the Uni as raging there to a frightful extent. Upwards we be found without ample means to repel
ficult affair has ended, unless, as we some sons passing by the house were attracted by ted States Bank by the Legislature of Penn of 2000 cases had occurred, and 500 individu aggression, even although it may come upon
times fear, the President by his subsequent the cries of a child.—The child said her un sylvania, and is reported by the correspond als had been swept away by it to the tomb.
us without a note of warning. We are now
message, upon the arrival of .Mr. Barton’s des cle had put a bottle of gin in the cupboard, ent of the New York Courier to say, that
fortunately so situated that the expenditure
patches, should renew all the difficulties. I that grandma smelt it, and drank a good deal there are six or eight corrupt traitors in that
We observe in a New Hampshire paper for this purpose will not be felt, and if it were,
body who “ ought to be roasted before a an advertisement in the following terms :— it would be approved by those from whom
have ordv to add, that the King has shown of it, and then fell into the fire.
brush fire, and their ashes sent to--------- , as “ W’anted immediately, a boy 15 or 16 years all its means are derived, and for whose ben
himself, in this last stage of the business, as
he has done in every preceding one, the firm
Another Monster!—The Legislature of Mis unfit to be strewed over American ground !” of age, who has worked some at the printing efit only it should be used with a liberal econ
Dover Enquirer.
friend of the United States, and far more sissippi is discussing the propriety of charter
business.” It ought to be amended thus—• omy and an enlightened forecast.
ready than his ministers to settle it as prompt ing a State Bank of $25,000,000.
In behalf of these suggestions I cannot for
“ Wanted a boy who has run away from
The Times will not find it a profitable em another office, or who will run away when bear repeating the wise preceps of one whose
ly as possible.”
The greater part of a block of buildings ployment to eulogise Gen. Jackson for his he has a chance.” Many printers as well as counsels cannot be forgotten : “ The United
Avalanche.—An accident, by which one were burnt down in the village of Oswego on management of the French affair. “ Suffi other mechanics, injure themselves, their ap States ought not to indulge a persuasion that,
life was lost, that of a married man named the night of the 29th ult. The total loss is cient for the day is the evil thereof.” The op prentices and the craft by this mode of pro contrary to the order of human events, they
position press of the country is to be thanked cedure, which is in utter violation of the will forever keep at a distance those“ painful
Maitland, and several other lives endangered, estimated at $11,400.—Insurance, $8,000.
for its resistance to every attempt to involve rules of all mechanic* associations. An ap appeals to arras with which the history of
occurred yesterday, exactly at noon, at gun
At New York, a few days since, an Omni the country in war. It is well to bury the prentice may, however, be thrown out of his every other nation abounds. There is a rank
fire from the citadel. The reverberation of
the air detached the deep snow immediately bus being employed to take a load of con whole affair in oblivion ; but if the collar place by the death of his master, by change due to the United Slates among nations which
under the cut stone citadel wall, and it de victs to prison, a gentleman supposing it to press continues its fulsome idolatry, it may be of business, or by other casualty, in which will be withheld, if not absolutely lost, by the
reputation of weakness. If we desire to
scended by accumulating and partly separa be engaged in its usual business, requested to necessary to lay bare the whole intrigue, and case he is right in getting another place.
avoid insult we must be able to repel it. If
ting on either side of a rocky point below. get in. The constable consented, and in a shew that the apology so strenuously denied
Kennebec Journal.
we desire to secure peace, one of the most
On reaching the street, the snow luckily met few moments he found himself among a set by Jackson, was made by Van Buren in his
a perpendicular cut, but it filled to the depth of ruffians, and saluted with the clinkings of name, to Polignac, during thé reign of
V. S. Soldiers.—We mentioned on Monday powerful instruments of our rising prosperity,
of near forty feet, on a level with the roof of their chains. He was clamorous to be then Charles 10th, and that since the first rejection that a number of U. S. Troops from Houlton it must be known that we are at all times
ofthe indemnity treaty, war has been deter were in our city. We are informed that they ready for war.” ANDREW JACKSON.
Wm. Price & Co’s store, formerly Mr. Bre- let out.
mined upon by the irresponsible counsels of the consisted of two companies “ F.” and “ K.”
haut’s brewery, burst into the office and all
February 22, 1836.
the closed shutters and windows, burying a
Great State Bank.—We find on the desk President. It will all come out, fact upon of the 2d Regiment, U. S. Infantry^ under
man and two children, (one of the latter be of the members ofthe Legislature, an anony fact, after March, 1837.—N. Y. Star.
the command of Major General Dearborn, DOCUMENTS ACCOMPANYING THE
ing only rescued after half an hour’s labor,) mous pamphlet of twelve pages recommend
MESSAGE.
and are to garrison Fort Independence, Bos
Gold Coinage—American Gold.—Last year ton Harbor. They left yesterday in sleighs.
WASHINGTON, JAN. 27, 1836.
in the rooms occupied by Mr. Price’s cooper ing the plan of a State Bank, with arcapital of
and porter. The store has been much injur eight millions of dollars, the money to be ob the coinage of American Gold at the U. S. The following officers accompany the com
The undersigned, His Britannic Majesty’s
ed. One man named Smith was buried in tained in Europe, (‘ foreign capital’) at four Mint, Philadelphia, amounted to $2,186,175, mand of Gen. Dearborn—Lieuts. S. L. Rus Charge d’Aftaires, has been instructed to
the snow, but was not much injured ; anoth per cent. The plan appears to be nearly the which added to that of 1836, makes about sell, and G. W. Patten, J. Bumford, H. W. state to Mr. Forsyth, the Secretary of State
er named Gaulin, who was partially immers same as that which has been agitated for six millions of dollars.
Wessells.—Bangor Whig.—[These troops ofthe United States, that the British Govern
The three new branch mints are in North passed through Kennebunk, on Saturday, ment has witnessed with the greatest pain
ed, states that he is not certain whether other some time in Massachusetts. It gives the fig
persons may not be under the avalanche, ures to show that the State could pay the Carolina, Georgia and New Orleans, and will 20th ult.]
and regret the progress ofthe misunderstand
which occupies a distance of about 50 yards debt in thirty years and have a balance of be in operation January 1st, 1837. With the
ing which has lately grown up between the
ofthe street, on which the snow mixed with $5,287,419 above the capital of the Bank. main establishment, they will be enabled to
The Quaker controversy in New Jersey end Government of France and the United States.
trees and probably earth and stones at the The mother bank to be central, with a branch coin 12 to 15 millions annually.
ed.—It must be gratifying to both parties of The first object of the undeviating policy of
bottom, still lies to the depth of twenty to in each county. We do not learn whether
Friends, that the question has at last been the British Cabinet has been to maintain un
forty or even fifty feet.— Quebec Gazette.
A special election was held in Washing settled by a law which recently passed the interrupted the relations of peace between
there is any prospect of obtaining the servi
ces of Mr. Nicholas Biddle to take charge of ton co. Pennsylvania, last week for the pur New Jersey Legislature—by the provisions Great Britain and the other nations of the
It is estimated that the Seminole war will it. The plan appears plausible, but we are pose of filling a vacancy in the House of Rep of which the property - belonging tb the Soci world, without any abandonment of national
cost the United States from three to five mil fearful of placing so great a money power in resentatives. The Anti-Van Buren candi ety of Friends at the time of the separation, interests, and without any sacrifice of nation
lions of dollars ; and all this might have been the hands of Government, whatever party date was elected. The Reporter (Ritner pa is to be divided in proportion to the relative al honor. The next object to which their
per) says that their opponents, having suffer number of each party. It passed the Assem anxious and unremitting exertions have been
avoided, as well as the loss of several hun may be in power.—Kennebec Journal.
ed two defeats in succession, may now be bly by a vote of 32 to 14, and the Council directed, has been by an appropriate exercise
dred lives, the ruin of one thousand families,
They must be a hungry set of fellows in considered as used up.
and destruction of much property, by judi
12 to 2. This will of course put the matter ofthe good offices and moral influence of
Great Britain, to heal dissensions which may
cious management on the part of the govern Bangor.—The Advertiser, speaking of the
at rest.
have arisen among neighboring Powers, and
late conflagration in that place, says—
ment.
___ _______ ______
The schr. Franklin, of about 90 tons bur
“ Some people went to the fire evidently then, has been purchased by a company in
At New York, a colored seaman, named to preserve for other nations those blessings
• • ■ Great
" • • is
• so desirous
1 •
i
Britain
The New Orleans Bulletin of the 4th ult. on purpose to see what they could find to eat, this town for a Whaler, and is to be fitted out Cooley, has sdve’d $600 to buy the freedom of of peace which
says--“ The lamps of the Light House at Cape for all they were seen to do, was to devour for a cruize off the Western Islands, &c. his wife and children, who are slaves. He of securing for herself.
Florida, have been re-lighted by order of all the cooked provisions they could find.”
The steady efforts of His Majesty’s Govern
has 18 children.
This is No. 11.—Salem Register.
Commodore Dallas, of th e U. S. Frigate Con
ment have hitherto been fortunately success
On the evening of the l§th ult. the roof of
stellation, and that beacon will probably con
We understand a petition has gone on to ful in the accomplishment of both these
So much snow has fallen this winter, that
tinue to be lighted through the attention of the brick meeting house belonging to the
ends ,; miu
and while Europe, during the
last-----five
the
Legislature praying for
lor the
uwvuuwi
charter of
vi a ««us
——
the same officer, till taken in charge again by Methodist Society, in the west part of Ply it is said to be necessary, in some places, to Bank to be established at this place, to be i years, has passed through a crisis of extraortunnel
the
snow
banks,
to
accommodate
the
mouth,
N.
H.
fell
in,
carrying
with
it
the
the legal superintendant.
called the Rail Road Bank. with a’capital' dinary hazard without any disturbance of
northerly end ofthe wall, and doing great in public travel.
the general peace, His Majesty’s Government
of $500,000.—Belfast Advocate.
jury.
The
roof
w^s
loaded
with
snow
and
Capital —The cotton manufacture in Mas
has the satisfaction of thinking that it hass
It is proposed at Albany to erect a Bridge
the
wind
blowing
a
gale
from
the
north
at
sachusetts is’said to require an outlay of ten
on more than one occasion, been instruKnowledge
is
often
opposed
to
wisdom.
from
that
city
across
the
Hudson.
the time.—■ N. H. Patriot.
millions ol dollars annually.

It will be seen, from the accompanying | The undersigned has submitted this note
doubt that it would have been fully satisfied
that the disposition of the United States, not correspondence, that when the condition re- ; of His Britannic Majesty’s Charge d’Affaires
MAINE LEGISLATURE.^
withstanding their well grounded and serious ferred to was first proposed in the Chamber to the President, and is instructed to reply
causes of complaint against France, to restore of Deputies,’the insuperable objections to it ‘ that the President has received this informaSENATE.
Thursday feb
friendly relationsand cultivate a good under were fully communicated by the American ; tion with the highest satisfaction—a satisfact>:u
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standing with the Government of that coun minister at Paris to the French Government, tion as sincere as was his regret at the unexand
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try, was undiminished, and that all had al
ready been done, on their part, that could in condition, if prescribed, could never be com- by the erroneous impressions heretofore made • COp|es ordered to be printed
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reason be expected of them, to secure that plied with. The views expressed by him ! upon the national sensibility of France.
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though it gave such a history of the origin been since twice asserted and enforced by . convention between the two Governments,
and progress of the claims of the United ! him in his message to Congress, in terms pro- (the great cause of difference will be removed reeled to inquire what additional provision«
‘ are necessary to regulate banks and banking•
States, and of the proceedings of France be- [ portioned, in their explicitness and solemnity, and the President anticipates that the benevfore and since the treaty of 1831, as to vindi-1 to the conviction entertained of *the
l— impor -•
olent and1 magnanimous
wishes of 1T
His ”
Brit
"  also to inquire into the expediency of prohib'
iting the circulation of the notes and checks
cate the statements and recommendations of! tance and inviolability of the principles in- annic Majesty’s Government will be speedily of the United States Bank, incorporated by
realized, as the temporary estrangement be
the message of the 1st Dec. 1834, yet express- volved.
the Legislature of the State of Pennsylvania
The United States cannot yield this princi- tween the two nations, who have so many and approved Feb. 18, 1836.
ly disclaimed the offensive interpretation put
’
upon it by the Government of France ; and pie, nor can they do, or consent to, any common interests, will no doubt be followed
A communication was received from the
while it insisted on the acknowledged rights ! measure by which its influence in the action by the restoration of their ancient ties of
Secretary of the Board of Internal Improveof the United States, and the obligations ofj of their political system can be obstructed or! friendship and esteem.
the treaty, and maintained the honor and in-! diminished. Under these circumstances, the ' The President has further instructed the ments, which was referred to the Committee
dependence of the American Government, e-j President feels that he may rely on the intel- undersigned to express to His Britannic Maj on Railroads and Canals.
The vote whereby the bill additional to or
vinced an anxious desire to do all that con- j ligence and liberality of His Britannic Majes-: esty’s Government his sensibility at the anx
ganize, govern and discipline the militia was
stitutional duty and strict justice would per- ty’s Government for a correct estimation of ious desire it has displayed to preserve the
passed to be engrossed, was reconsidered,and
mit, to remove every cause of irritation and ! the imperative obligations which leave him relations of peace between the United States ’ the
bill laid on the table.
excitement. The special message of the 15th no power to subject this point to the control ! and France, and the exertions it was preparBill regulating the execution of the punish,
January last, being called for by the extraor- of any foreign State, whatever may be his! ed to make to effectuate that object, so essen
by death was taken up, and indefinitely
dinary and inadmissible demand of the Gov confidence in its justice and impartiality—a ' tial to the prosperity, and congenial to the i merit
postponed, 18 to 5.
ernment of France, as defined in the last of confidence which he has taken pleasure in wishes
___________
of the two nations, and to the repose
ficial communications at Paris and by the instructing the undersigned to slate is fully 1 of the world,
'Leaving His Majesty’s GovFRIDAY, FEB.26.
continued refusal of France to execute a reposed by him in the Government of His eminent to the consciousness of the elevated
Passed to be engrossed—Bill to authorize
treaty, from the faithful performance of which Britannic Majesty.
motives
have ogoverned
|! ...
_ which
’
___ its conduct,
by the United States it was tranquilly enjoy
So great, however, is the desire of the l and to the universal respect whichi must be aidermen of cities and selectmen of towns to
ing important advantages, it became the duty President for th^ .restoration of a good under- secured to it, the President is satisfied that appoint measurers of salt, corn and grain - to
of
to recommend
such........
meas__ the
.... President
---------------------------- —
— standing with the Government of France,! no expressions, however strong, of his own renew the charier of Kittery Point Bridge.
ures as might be adapted to the exigencies of; provided it can be effected on terms compaii-! feelings, can be appropriately used, which
SATURDAY, FEB. 27.
the occasion. Unwilling to believe that a na- i ble with the honor and independence of the ! could add to the gratification afforded to His
tion distinguished for honor and intelligence J United States, that if, after the frank avowal J Majesty’s Government at being the channel
Mr. Greene, from the Committee on the
could have determined permanently to main- | of his sentiments upon the point last referred | of communication to preserve peace, and res Judiciary, reported legislation inexpedient on
tain a ground so indefensible, and anxious ; to, and the explicit reservation of that, the j tore good-will between differing nations, the following orders, viz : of repealin«» all
i laws now in force to restrain the taking o|
still to leave open the door of reconciliation,! Government of His Britannic Majesty shall I each of whom is its friend.
the President contented himself with propo-1 believe that its mediation can be' useful in ad-1 The undersigned avails himself of this oc- I excessive usury—of prohibiting by law the
sing to Congress the wildest of the remedies justing the differences which exist between ! casion to renew to Mr. Bankhead the assur- auction sale of the maintainance of paupers
I by towns—of so altering the law regulating
given by the law and practice of nations, in , the two countries, and in restoring all their ance of........................
... ' consideration.
his distinguished
Connexion with such propositions for defence ! relations to a friendly footing, he instructs
JOHN FORSYTH. I divorces that the wife who has a notorious,
drunken, abusive husband, may have the libas were evidently required by the condition j the undersigned to inform Mr. Bankhead that
Charles Bankhead, Esq. &c. &c. &c.
¡erty of giving him a bill of divorcement
of the United States and the attitude assumed j in such case the offer of mediation made in
After
the
reading
of
the
Message
and
its
I without expense to herself—of providing by
by France. In nil these proceedings, as well > his note is cheerfully accepted.
nr»*
The United» A.
States
desire nothing but equal accompanying documents, Mr. Clay rose and I law for obtaining lands for burying grounds
as in every stage of these difficulties with
,H exact justice .; «»J
I without the consent of the owners—of pro.
France, it is confidently believed that the and
and ,1^..
they cannotTn...
but hope!I addressed
a r.
iv, the™Senate. , , , ,
course of the United States, when duly con that the good offices of a third Power, friend-' n Af,er Mr’ Cla-V «onal'"',ci1’ t,l?e Message and viding by law that no town shall be liable ton
««r® ordered to he on the table, ! prosecution or indictment in consequence of
sidered by other Governments and the world, ly to both parties, and prompted by the ele- j
••
•
r
- i and be printed. And, on motion of Mr. Bu | defect, in any road, unless notice shall first be
will be found to have been marked not only vated■ considerations
manifested
in Mr. Bank-!
by a pacific disposition, but by a spirit of for head’s note, may promote the attainment of chanan, 5000 extra copies thereof were or j given to the selectmen that such road is un
bearance and conciliation.
this end. Influenced by these motives, the dered to be printed. After which, on motion safe—relative to increasing the number of
Justices of the Supreme Court—relative to
For a further illustration of this point,
,
z as President will cordially co-operate, so far as of Mr. Preston, the Senate adjourned.
the incorporation of villages—relative to the
well as for the purpose of presenting a lucid f his constitutionalpowers may enable him, in
TUESDAY, FEB. 23.
view of the whole subject, the undersigned ! such steps as may be requisite, on the part of
manner by which persons may effect a
Mr. Linn offered the following: Resolved, change of name—relative to the remunerahas the honor to transmit to Mr. Bankhead I the United States, to give effect to the propocopies of all that part of the message of Dec. ; sed mediation. He trusts that no unnecessa- That the Committee on Pensions be instruct ting innocent persons committed for supposed
7, 1835, which relates to it, and of the cones- ! ry delay will be allowed to occur, and in-i ed to inquire whether any existing law justi offences ; and further legislation unnecessa
fied the War
Department
in withholding ry on an order relative to the expediency of
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ments, of the 15th of January, 1836, and of! Great Britain, and of their result, may be
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The Senate proceeded to the consideration liable for the debts of such corporations,
communicated to this Government.
month, transmitting a report of the Secretary
The undersigned avails himself of the oc of the Fortification Bill, and Mr. Benton Accepted.
of State, and certain documents connected casion to renew to Mr. Bankhead the assur spoke until the hour of adjournment.
The Committee on Literature and Literary
with the subject.
Institutions, to which was referred so much
ances of his distinguished consideration.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 24.
of the Governor’s Message as relates to Lite
Those papers, while they bring down the
JOHN FORSYTH.
After some unimportant business, the bill rary Institutions, made a report, accompanied
history of the misunderstanding between the
Charles Bankhead, Esq.
United States and France to the present date, Charge d’Affaires of His Britannic Majesty. making appropriations for fortifications, was by a bill to establish a Seminary by the name
again taken up, and further explained by Mr. of the Maine Teachers’ Seminary, and a re
will also remove an erroneous impression
Benton. He was followed by Mr. Preston, solve for the endowment of the same. 500
which appears to be entertained by His Brit
who opposed a part of the appropriations. copies of the report, bill and resolve were or
annic Majesty’s Government.—It is suggest
WASHINGTON, FEB. 15, 1836.
Before he had finished his remarks, the Sen dered to be printed.
ed in Mr. Bankhead’s note that there is no
The undersigned, His Britannic Maj ate adjourned.
question of national interest at issue between esty’s Chargew d’Affaires, with
»».m iducm
referencec
France and the United States, and that there ! to his note of the 27th of last month, has the
MONDAY, FEB. 29.
1is----•
THURSDAY, FEB. 25.
no demand of justice made by one party, honor to inform Mr. Forsyth, Secretary of
Bill additional to organize, govern and dis
and denied by the other. This suggestion State of the United States, that he has been
The Senate proceeded to consider the For cipline the militia was taken up. The Sen
appears to be founded on the facts that the instructed by his Government to state that tification bill. Mr. Preston resumed his ob ate non-concurred with the house in the
claims of the United Stateshave been admit the British Government has received a com servations, and moved to amend the bill by adoption ofan amendment in the 4th section,
ted by a treaty concluded between the two munication from that of France, which ful striking out the appropriation inserted for a Before the question was taken upon the pas
Governments, and that the money due by fils the wishes that impelled His Britannic fortification at Kennebec in Maine.
sage of the bill, the Senate adjourned.
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Government for the purpose of being paid to the differences
between France and
the Uni- ' ravaged by the most inconsiderable force, and
Mr. Benson, from the committee on Milita
the United States.—But it is to be observed > ted States.
that in case of invasion, there was not even a
“¿Si byte F.S ¿oZn,^ I of^
‘T
'° 'hat place of refuge for the inhabitants. After he ry Pensions, reported that that committee
had attended to all the business referred to
had concluded, Mr. Benton moved to lay the them, and asked to be discharged from fur
unless the United Siates will first comply with i Clo man, erffi^w c L X PIt ho,,o!a- bill on the table.
in & ¿1
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ther service. Accepted.
The Senate proceeded to the consideration
The hill regulating the execution of the
of Executive business, ^and, in the course of punishment of death, came from the House,
half an hour, adjourned *
that branch having insisted, on its vote pass
I.OY...
..r.™,..I |„,
„„J. and
„._! language of
„4 »tates, has iemoved those difficulties upon
ing the same to be engrossed, and appointed
been accompanied
by acts
conferees. The Senate concurred in the ap
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
which they have great reason to complain, I the score of national honor, which have hith
erto stood in the way of the prompt execu
pointment of conferees, and joined Messrs.
TUESDAY, FEB. 23.
but the delay of payment is highly injurious
tion by France of the treaty of the 4th July,
The Message of the President was receiv Purington, Jarvis and Latham.
to those American citizens who are entitled 1831, and that, consequently, the French
Bill additional for the protection of towns
to share in the indemnification provided by Government is now ready to pay the instal ed, and on motion of Mr. J. Q. Adams, refer
red to the Committee on Foreign Relations, from fire was taken up, and the report of
the treaty, and to the interests of the United
ment which is due on account of the Ameri and ordered to be printed with the docu conferees to concur with the House in its in
States, inasmuch as the reduction of the du
can indemnity, whenever, the payment of ments. A motion to print 25,000 copies was definite postponement was accepted.
ties levied on French wines, in pursuance of
that instalment shall be claimed by the Gov agreed to.
Mr. Jarvis, from the joint select committee
that treaty, has diminished the public reven-| ernment of the United States.
The question of order relative to the re to whom were referred the resolutions from
ue, and has been, and yet is -enjoyed by I
The French Government has also stated ception of a petition for the abolition of sla North and South Carolina, Georgia and Ala
France, with all the other benefits of the'
it made this
communication tov that
of‘ very in the District, presented by Mr. Briggs bama, on the subject of slavery and4 incendi
treaty, without the consideration, and eqniv- ; that
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alents for which they were granted.
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"OteKuld.'ng the Bntish Gov- of Mass, was decided against the decision of ary publications,’ made a report accompanied
there are other national interests, and, in the of med ation
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the Chair (that the resolution referring all pe by resolutions, 1000 copies of which were or
judgment of this Government, national inter- “ramea !of
titions presented or which might be present dered to be printed.
ests of the highest order, involved in the con eminent of France, by which it had been ac ed on this subject to a select committee, did
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
dition prescribed and insisted on by France, cepted ; but looking upon the British Gov not embrace petitions not in possession of
THURSDAY, FEB. 25.
which it has been, by the President, made ernment as a common friend of the two par the House at the time of the adoption of the
ties, and therefore, as a natural channel of
the duty of the undersigned to bring dis
resolution ;) and said petition was referred to
On motion of Mr. Milliken of Lincolnville,
communication between them.
tinctly into view. That condition proceeds
the select committee ; and consequently all an Order passed to appoint a committee to
_____ r___ th
____
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the language thus held by him,°may, as a I trangement between two nations who have
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such form, and expressed
in such terms as assure Mr. Forsyth that it has afforded the there would be a counter-report, by a minor dage Manufacturing Company, [all of which
shall meet the requirements and satisfy the j Prit,sh Government the most lively satisfacity of the Committee, and that the testimony passed to be enacted, in the Senate, on Fri
feelings of the offended party, and may, in ! t‘on t0 *iave been, upon this occasion, the
day.]
default of such explanation, annul or suspend j clianiiel °t a communication which they would occupy 3 or 400 pages. It was moved
The House went into a committee of the
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whole on the subject of suppressing the cir
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ther debated, and slightly amended.
It was marks.
adopting other coercive remedies, without the nevv‘ng
Mr. Forsyth the assurances of his finally ordered to be engrossed and read a
Mr. Holmes said he wished to say one
consideration.
intervention of the legislative department, for most
" distinguished
' "
'
third time, by a vote of 125 to 84, and the word and one only. The gentleman (Mr. C.)
CHARLES
BANKHEAD.
the language held by the Executive in ad
need not have offered any apology for any
House adjourned.
dressing that department, it is obvious that,
To the Hon. John Forsyth, &c. &c.
remarks he had made about him. At a prop
under the Constitution of the United States,
er time, (said Mr. H.) I assure him I will no
THURSDAY, FEB. 25.
which gives to the Executive no such pow
tice his uncalled for personalities in a manner
The
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Department of State.
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without surrendering, in this important par France, which fulfils the wishes that impel
Whole, on the subject of the proposed small
ticular, the right of self-government. In ac led His Britannic Majesty to offer his media
bill law. At one o’clock the committee rose,
cordance with his view of the Federal Con tion for the purpose of effecting an amicable
John Q. Adams, in allusion to the charges
progress, and asked leave to sit a*
stitution has been the practice under it. The adjustment of the differences between France which had been made against Mr. Biddle and reported
gain.
statements and recommendations of the Pres and the United States ; that the French Gov the Directors of the Bank of the United
ident to Congress are regarded by this Gov ernment, being satisfied with the frank and States, thus spoke in 1834 of those who preSATURDAY, FEB. 27.
ernment as a part of the purely domestic con honorable manner in which the President has, fered them—the Jackson party :—
sultations held by its different”departments_ in his recent message, expressed himself in
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consultations in which nothing is addressed
to foreign Powers, and in which they cannot regard to the point of difference between with dishonesty and corruption by bankrupts as a Manufacturing Company.
the two Governments, is ready to pay the in and swindlers, by men of scarified charac
be permitted to interfere, and for whiuh,
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( er Stillwater Manufscturing Co. ; an Act ad-

mental in reconciling differences which
might otherwise have led to quarrels, and in
cementing union between friendly Powers.
But if ever there could be an occasion on
which it would be painful to the British Gov
ernment to see the relations of amity broken
oft between two friendly States, that occa
sion is undoubtedly the present, when a rup
ture is apprehended between two great Pow
ers, with both of which Great Britain is uni
ted by the closest ties ; with one of which she
is engaged in active alliance, with the other
of which she is joined by community of in
terest and by the bonds of kindred.
Nor would the grounds of difference on the
present occasion reconcile the friends and
wellwishers of the differing parties to the
misfortune ofan open rupture between them.
When the conflicting interests of two na
tions are so opposed on a particular question
as to admit of no possible compromise, the
sword may be required to cut the knot which
reason is unable to untie.
When passions have been so excited on
both sides that no common standard of jus
tice can be found, and what one party insists
on as a right, the other denounces as a wrong,
prejudice may bec6me too headstrong to
yield to the voice of equity ; and those who
can agree on nothing else may consent to
abide the fate of arms, and to allow that the
party which shall prove the weakest in the
war shall be deemed to have been wrong in
the dispute.
But in the present case there is no ques
tion of national interest at issue between
France and the United Status. In the pres
ent case there is no demand of justice made
by one party and denied by the other. The
disputed claims of America on France, which
were founded upon transactions in the early
part of the present century, and were for ma
ny years in litigation, have at length been es
tablished by mutual consent, are admitted by
a treaty concluded between the two Govern
ments. The money due by France has been
provided by the Chambers, and has been
placed at the disposal of the French Govern
ment for the purpose of being paid to the
United States.
But questions have arisen between the two
Governments, in the progress of those trans
actions, affecting, on both sides, the feelings
of national honor ; and it is on this ground
that the relations between the parties have
been for the moment suspended, and are in
danger of being more seriously interrupted.—
In this state of things, the British Government
is led to think that the good offices of a third
Power, equally the friend of France and of
the United States, and prompted by consid
erations of the highest order most earnestly
to wish for the continuance of peace, might
be useful in restoring a good understanding
between the two parties, on a footing con
sistent with the nicest feelings of national
honor in both.
The undersigned has, therefore, been in
structed by His Majesty’s Government form
ally to tender to the Government of the Uni
ted States the mediation of Great Britain for
the settlement of the differences between the
United States and France, and to say that a
note, precisely similar to the present has been
delivered to the French Government by
His Majesty’s ambassador at Paris. The un
dersigned has, at the same time to express
the confident hope of His Majesty’s Govern
ment, that, if the two parties would
agree to refer to the British Government the
settlement of the point at issue between them
and to abide by the opinion which that Gov
ernment might, after due consideration, com
municate
to v.-vz
the ...
two
means
------------ -—
x, parties
v-xzk. thereupon, uivuijo
might
be found of satisfying
the honor of.
) *_.......................................
'
canh withrYiit innnrrhnr tlin^a rn'aof nnrl
each, without incurring those great and man-1,
¡fold evils which a rupture between two'
such Powers must inevitably entail upon I
both.
The undersigned has the honor to renew
to Mr. Forsyth the assurance of his most dis
tinguished consideration.
CHARLES BANKHEAD.

Department of State.
x
Washington, Feb. 3, 1836.
The undersigned, Secretary of State of the
United States, has had the honor to receive
the note of the 27th ultimo, of Mr. Charles
Bankhead, His Britannic Majesty’s Charge
d’Affaires, offering to the Government of the
United States the mediation of His Britannic
Majesty’s Government for the settlement of
the differences unhappily existing between
the United States and France. That com
munication .having been submitted to the
President, and considered with all the care
belonging to the importance of the subject,
and the source from which it emanated, the
undersigned has been instructed to assure
Mr. Bankhead that the disinterested and hon
orable motives which have dictatedthe pro
posal are fully appreciated. The pacific pol
icy of His Britannic Majesty’s Cabinet, and
their efforts to heal dissensions arising among
nations, are worthy of the character and com
manding influence of Great Britain ; and the
success of those efforts is as honorable to the
Government by whose instrumentality it was
secured, as it has been beneficial to the par
ties more immediately interested, and to the
world at large.
The sentiments upon which this policy is
founded, and which are so forcibly displayed
in the offer that has been made, are deeply
impressed upon the inind of the President.
They are congenial with the institutions and
principles, as well as with the interests and
habits, of the people of the United States, and
it has been the constant aim of their Govern
ment, in its conduct towards other Powers,
to observe and illustrate them. Cordially ap
proving the general views of His Britannic
Majesty’s Government, the President regards
with peculiar satisfaction the enlightened and
disinterested solicitude manifested by it, for
the welfare of the nations to whom its good
offices are now tendered, and has seen with
great sensibility, in the exhibition of that feel
ing, the recognition of that community of in
terests and those ties of kindred by which the
United States and Great Britain are united.
If circumstances did not render it certain,
it would have been obvious, from the lan
guage of Mr. Bankhead’s note to the under
signed, that the Government of His Britan
nic Majesty, when the instructions under
which it was prepared were given, could not
have been apprized of all the steps taken in
the controversy between the United States
and France. It was necessarily ignorant of
the tenor of the two recent messages of the
President to Congress—the first, comrnunicated at the commencement of rhe present session, under date of 7th of December, 1835,
^eC°Jid *!nder lhat °f the 15th Of Jan‘
1Mb.
Could these documents have been
within the knowledge of His Britannic Majesty s Government, the President does not
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| he wished to
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ditional for the encouragement of Agricul
ture, Horticulture and Manufactures ; an Act
to incorporate the Bridgton Manufacturing
Co.
Finally passed—Resolve for the appoint
ment of an Agent to superintend the erection
of an Insane Hospital.
The House resumed the consideration of
the Bill entitled an act to regulate Banks and
other corporations and to prohibit the emis
sion and circulation of certain Bank Bills or
Notes, in the committee of the whole House,
and remained in committee until one o’clock,
when the Committee rose, reported progress,
and asked leave to sit again.
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the N. Y. Courier
]c and Enquirer
. I ^ourte^n days later from England.—'The
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Impendence arrived at New
foundry,
disturbed yesterday, by the conduct of two York on Sunday from Liverpool, bringing
SATURDAY, MARCH 5, 1836.
JNo. 13, Chamber-street, near Chatham,
disgraceful mobs, neither of which had the London dates to the 4th, and Liverpool to
No War.—A message from the President shadow of an excuse for their disorderly and the 3d Feb.
Parliament was to assemble on the 4th, and f|YHE price of Five line Pica, plain and
of the United States was transmitted to the riotous conduct, in consequence of which the
business of our ship owners and merchants would be opened by the King in person.
j CJ®nt|lque’
reduced to 25 cents a lb.
Senate on the 22d ult., communicating the
and Six line Pica and larger to 20 cents,
in the burnt district, was temporarily suspen¿here
is no news
of
interest from
France
n/r
rAis'i
,,
•
.
«»vui
riuuuu.
correspondence between the Secretary
of
thereby
making
these
perfect metal types
v
ded and the life of one of our most valuable
Mr. O Connel s visit to the Exchange in
de Affaires
in 1 P0,ice officers endangered.
‘State and the British
------ Charge
--- x.uancD,
111 1
Liverpool, was a scene of great riot and dis cheaper than any other.
This foundry has a most extensive and un
relation to the mediation of Great Britain ’for || We alluded yesterday to the strike of the order. The papers state that he was hissed
and groaned off. His dinner was attended bv paralleled assortment of Plain, Shaded, Con
the settlement of our controversy with 1 Stevedores and Laborers on the wharves, and 8fi0
iwsnna
* densed and ornamented Types, by which
supposed that as their demand for an in 860 persons.
France, and “ to the determination of the crease of wages had been promptly met by
The manufacturing districts were in a Printers at the letter-press are enabled to ri
French Government to execute the treaty of in the ship owners, in consequence ofthe sever great state of activity and prosperity, the yal the impression from copper-plate in
demnification withoutv Afurther
delay, Uon
the ap- ity ofthe season and the increased prices of! great demand for goods was for the United beauty, fancy and tasteful display.
MONDAY,
U A X FEB.
F L X> •29.
*1
1
/v
L/VL (IfJ“
The assortment embraces 250 sizes or va
provision and fuel, the difficulty was at an ! States,
Legislation was reported inexpedient, and P^cationfor payment by the agent ofthe Uniend. But it appears that the leaders of these
The English Iron trade was unusually rieties, from twelve line pica to pearl, ofRoThe
accepted in the Senate, on an order givingf ted States,^ The message and accompanying misguided, and in many instances, design- brisk.
»nan, Italic, Black, Antique, Italian, Title,
Condensed, - Shaded,
Script, Backslope,
'1 ------------- .
From Spain the news is much more interGernian Text, Ornamented, Music, &c. and
ality
of
our
merchants
in
acceding
to
their
esting
than
usual,
being upon concurring, Mr. Wilson of Bing-i
will doubtless be peruThere had been a severe
Bimr-I Ce<
te( in
1B^ coinmnsyand
co
demands ; and attributing it to their fears in- I
1between
...... .. .........
.. Queen’s forces and the also Piece Fractions, Superiors, Space Rules,
the
ham moved to nonconcur, for the purpose
of j se(^ w
*1^ biterest
by
our readers.
puse oil
.............
.»j
leauciM.
zis soonAs soon
Astronomical and other signs, Ornamented
stead of their sense of justice, refused to re- ■ Carlists, in the neigbuornooa
’ diborhood 01
of Victoria, on
recommitting to a select committee. I.
. „3 () as the Message
”
It was
and the accompanying docu turn to labor themselves or permit others to the 17th Jan. which
was followed1 11up on the Dashes, Long Braces, Brass Rules, nearly
opposed by Messrs. Hobbs and Holmes of'
360 Borders, and more than 1000 Cuts or
ments had been read, Mr. Clay rose to ad do so, unless their employers would sign a ! 18th, 19th and 20th—the Queen’s forct
rces were
Alfred. The rnotidn prevailed, and it was
pledge to continue the advanced rates for a ' twenty thousand strong, both parties5 main- Ornaments for Newspapers, School-Books,
dress
the
Senate.
The
National
Intelligen

referred to a Select Committee.
year ! This was met, as it should have been,' tained their position, and both parties claim and Scientific works.
Ordered, That the Committee on Litera- cer publishes
.
......... . ..............
a sketch of.......
his..remarks
on this. by a prompt and indignant refusal ; and in i to have the advantage,
The subscribers furnish Composing-Sticks,
o . The lettdr writers
lure and Literary Institutions, be instructed occasion, but we are obliged, for want of
consequence, the rioters assembled again in generally
----- 11 assert that the Carlists suffered Cases, Chases, Galleys, Furniture, Paper, Ink,
tn
innnn-P
mtn
tho
ovnoriAC
.............
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to inquire into the expediency of repealing a
a l kinds of Printing Presses, and every arti
force and avowed their intention of preventing much more than the Queen’s troops.
All
law authorizing the appointment of School i room, to defer it until next week.
any stevedore or laborer returning to their accounts state that Don Carlos is hard press cle required in a Printing-Office. They also
Commissioners.
execute orders for Stereotyping.
Ordination.—Rev. George A. Williams duty. The particulars of their outrageous ed and greatly in want of money.
The Bill to abolish public executions catne
Printers of Newspapers who publish this
conduct will be found in the subjoined ac
I w^s ordained as Pastor of the Unitarian
from the Senate indefinitely postponed.
_____ count from our Reportejr.
advertisement (with this note) three times
[From the Savannah Georgian, Feb. 18.]
On motion of M.r. Holmes of Alfred, the | ChYirch and Society, in Saco, on Wednesday
before the first of July, 1836, and send a pa
At 11 o’clock last night Brink the Police
House insisted on its former vote, and pro- | last. The services on the occasion were as officer, was still living, but senseless; and in
\Ve understand that there will be in Flori per containing it to the foundry, shall receive
posed a conference. Messrs. Holmes, Fos- follows • Im™
p
i a ,
army
he is uuw
now ueau,
dead, us
as ms
his me
life was da, in alli this > month,. an —
i»tuuaumij uu
. J of
\ between payment when they make a purchase from
ter and Hobbs were appointed on the partI L
Intl0,luct0s> Prayer and Selections all probability
spaired of.
I . r dnd
thousand men, viz : from Geor- the foundry of fortr times the amomitjxfthjeir
despaired
of.
ofthe House.
r
| horn the Scriptures, by Rev. Edgar BuckV
”
We
hear that Capt. n
Waite,
of 8i ’
ref"”ent8i or °lie brigade, 1400 men, bill.. The publication of our former advei*.. v are
v happy to «.BW«.»»
<11 tv, U1
Packet
shin England,VMUL
wiselv deter.ni,
’»,!.) al?out,°"e h“ ( monnted ; a like force mount- tisement is hereby forbidden.
On motion of Mr. Holmes of Alfred, Or- ! ’ngbam of Dover, N. H. ; Sermon, by Rev. thee Packet
ship England, wisely determined 1
dered, That the Committee on Finance be ' Henry A. Miles of Hallowell ; Ordaining to protect his ship and the laborers in his j1 ed and foot from South Carolina ; a regiment
GEORGE BRUCE & CO.
New York, Jan. 23, 1836.
instructed to inquire into the expediency of i prayer, by Rev. Amos D Wheeler ofStand° employ, at every hazard ; and with this view I1 of foot, 740 men, from Alabama; and say
900 regulars, including 100 dragoon recruits
enlarging the appropriations for internal im-1 :„i. .
i p
'
provements.
11S ’ ^haige, by Rev. George W. Wells of planted a brass six pounder on his deck well expected from New York.
filled
with
grape
and
canister,
and
with
pis

The House went into a Committee of the Kennebunk ; Right Hand of Fellowship, by
This force is exclusive of the gallant vol
tols in his hands placed the mob at defiance,
Whole on the subject of the Bill to prohibit j Rev. Andrew P. Peabody, of Portsmouth • whilst his men and those at work on the unteers, who, some weeks ago, hastened from
HIS may certify that I have this day ex
the emission and ci,eolation of small bills, ( Address to the Society, by Rev. Jason Whit- South America, which lay on the opposite Savannah and Charleston, for the special de
ecuted and given to my son SETH
and after continuing in committee for some •
- n p .. , X,’
vvnir side of the wharf, quietly proceeded in their fence ofPicolata and St. Augustine, and who
COLBATH, a full discharge of his minority,
time, the committee rose and reported; the i
J Or^nd;r^°n(;luding Prayer, by]
labors. We hope his example will be gen Will probably soon be honorably discharged. until he be twenty-one years of age, and that
j Rev. William Coe of Portland ; Benediction, erally followed this morning.
.The best information we have received, he is no longer subject to me as a minor.
Bill and amendment to the House.
On motion of Mr. Humphreys of Gray, the by the Pastor.
JAMES COLBATH.
Whilst this lawless assemblage was para represents the enemy’s force at 3000 armed
Bill was ordered to be committed to a Joint
Sanford, February 22,1836.
ding our wharves, and outraging the laws, a men, and mostly mounted.
Connecticut State Convention.—A
Select Committee consisting on the part of
large body of laborers employed in removing
BOX & CASK RAISENS.
WHIG CONVENTION.
the House of one from each County.
whig State Convention was held at New the rubbish from, and tending on the masons
A Convention of th8 Whigs of Maine, will
OR sale by the subscriber, Box & Cask
Haven, on the 24th ult. Delegates from ev employed in the burnt district, also made a
Raisens.
WM. LORD.
I beholden at Augusta, on Tuesday, March
TUESDAY, MARCH 1.
ery part of the State were present, and its strike for an increase of wages ; and they jCv/t, for the purpose of nominating a Whig
Feb. 24,1836.
The Speaker announced the Committee on
too, unmindful of their duty to the lay,rf
the part of the House to whom is referred j proceedings were marked by the utmost har- marched through the ruins urging others to* Electoral Ticket, to be supported by the op
FLOUR
the subject of prohibiting the emission and mony. The Convention was organized by join them, and when they refused, sought to ponents of Martin Van Buren, and to adopt
circulation of small bills .-—Messrs. Humph-i the choice of a President, four Vice Presi- compel them by the force of bludgeons and such other measures as may be deemed ne
cessary to promote the harmony, and secure
UST received and for sale, a quantity of
such other weapons as they could procure.
“nd ihree s—Th°
the triumph of the JVhig party, at the com
Superfine Flour.
Last night the rioters publicly proclaimed ing election.
Milliken of Lincolnville, Hamlen of Hamp-igentlemen were «na»l»nously nominated as
WILLIAM LORD.
that the packet ship United States should not
The Whig members of the Legislature,
Feb. 25, 1836.
den, Wells of Hallowell, Foster of Pembroke, j candidates for State officers : Gideon Tom- sail to-day, and in consequence, the JVational
Fletcher of Thomaston and Hok of Bluehill, linson, for Governor ; Ebenezer Young for Guard, have been directed to assemble at 8 and (p?3all who are opposed to the election of
Hoards Wanted.
, A" Act concerning bridges (repealing the : Lieut. Governor Nalhatliel Goodwi T;.eas. o’clock this morning. A squadron of Horse Martin Va,n Buren to the Presidency, are in
vited to attend.
ANTED by the subscriber, 100 M.
law prohibiting people from driving faster
T
,
’
.
were on duty last night.
than a walk over toll bridges) was indefi- i nrei ’ •’onat^an Edwards, Secretary. Reuben
(Tf^The same Convention will select a
good merchantable Boards.
We understand that three thousand ball
nitely postponed, 97 to 58.
i Booth was also nominated as a candidate for cartridges will be issued to the Regiment ; suitable candidate to be supported by the
WILLIAM LORD.
Kennebunk, Feb. 26, 1836.
Passed to be engrossed—An Act to incor-: member of Congress, to fill the vacancy oc- and we have such confidence in Col. Smith’s Whigs of Maine, for the office of Governor.
Feb. 24, 1836.
porate the Saco and Biddeford village corpo- casioned by the death of Mr. Wildman An fearlessly discharging his duty, that we again
ration ; an Act granting additional ¡powers to
. .1 r>
>
,
.
bid the disturbers of the public peace, beivare !
STRAY SHEEP
the new Congregational meeting-house in
( b. 0
eoP^e a°d a series of spirited
__ HYMEN E AL.__________
He will not be held to have done his duty to
Saco.
j resolutions were reported by a committee the city, if he does not fire upon them if they
MARRIED—In Gorham, 1st inst., Col. Dan
AME into the inclosure of
Finally passed—Resolve for the preserva- appointed for the purpose, and adopted by do not disperse ata moment’s warning.
iel Parson» of Hartford, to Mrs. Harriet Ward
the subscriber, the 24th of
tion and repair of the Canada Rdad ; Resolve the convention without a dissentin» vote —A
Police office—Thirteen persons were yes of G.
November last, two Sheep. The
in fayor of Joshua Hathaway ; Resolve fur„ ... „ j . 1
”
In Kittery, 20th ult. after a tedious courtship
terday brought to the police office, and com
lher providing for the promulgation of the ■ ,
_ a ad°pted recommending the
owner is requested to call, prove
mitted to prison, for riotous conduct in South rffour days, Mr. Wm. McNally, Gunner ofthe
'
• ~
holding of a State Convention, at Newneh- street.
U. S. ship Concord, to Miss Louisa, eldest property, pay charges, and take them away.
laws
of" the
State.
ofthe late Antonio Currier, of the U.
BARAK KIMBALL.
ven, on the 3d Wednesday of May next, for
About one o’clock about 300 men, steve daughter
S. Navy.
Wells, February 24, ¡836.
WEDNESDAY,
MARCH--2.
--------------, --------the nomination of candidates for President dores and long shore hands, collected in
Ordered, That a Committee be appointed and Vice President, and the selection of an i South street, and passing along the piers,
OBITUARY.
to inquire into the expediency of repealing
1
> . o
,
.
1 compelled the men at work on board a ves
all license laws for retailing ardent spirits.
|
01 al Ticket. Several Committees were sel fitting for sea to desist.
DIED—In Lynn, Mass. 18th ult. Mr«. Eunice
N Monday the 21st inst., between Frost’s
The Committee on the Judiciary reported ' appointed and then the convention adjourned
At the foot of Maiden lane the rioters en Elizabeth, wife of Mr. Gideon Tucker, aged 21
Hotel in Kennebunk and Capt. Wm.
year»,
formerly
of
Saco.
legislation inexpedient on the order directing without day.
countered Brink and Welch, (police officers,)
Gooch’s store in Wells, a Gold Watch Seal.
In
a
Township
near
Houlton,
in
Washington
them to inquire into the expediency of abol
who expostulated with lhem and desired
Feb. 19, Mr. Abijah Felch, formerly of —Any person who will return it to the office
ishing or altering the compensation of ReVermont.—Two conventions for the them to disperse. Abuse and violence was county,
of the Kennebunk Gazette shall be suitably
Limerick, aged 66.
1
'
; ■
■
‘
~.
porter ofthe decisions of the Supreme Court, nomination of Slate officers and of candi- the reply. The officers then dashed in
rewarded.
In
New
York,
on
Monday,
Joice
Heth,
said
to
A motion to commit to a select committee
among lhem, Brink seizing one of the ring have been the Nurse of George Washington, at
Wells, Feb. 22, 1836.
i
dates
for
President
and
Vice
President
—
one
prevailed by a vote of 102 to 23., It was re- !
leaders and Welch another. A pile of staves the great age of one hundred and sixty-two
ferred to Messrs. Parris of Buckfield ; Bunker ‘ anti-masonic and the other whig—were held was unluckily lying near, with which in an years.
FOR SALE
of Cranberry Isle ; Holmes of Alfred ; Smith at Montpelier, Vt. on the 24th and 25th ult. instant the mob armed themselves, rushed
of Palmyra ; Chadwick of Gardiner.
| The anti-masonic convention nominated the upon the officers, beat them down, and res
SHIP NEWS
HE subscriber offers for sale,
The Committee to whom was referred the
cued their comrades. Brink received a blow
present Governor for re-election—they also
A CLAPBOARD MACHINE ;
Bill to prohibit the emission and circulation 1
on the forehead, which made a most horrible
KENNEBUNK, MARCH 5, 1836.
A new 24 inch Circular Saw, with a
of small bills, reported the amendment offer- ■ nominated Gen. Harrison for President, and gash, and laid him senseless. He was car
Cast-Steel Shaft;
MEMORANDA.
ed by Mr. Perkins, with some amendments, Francis Granger for Vice President. Har ried to an adjoining store, and a surgeon sent
A CLOTHIER’S PRESS.
Adv. at New-Orleans, 7th ult. ship Neva, Per
striking out that part which required the Ex rison received 87 votes ; Webster 28 ; Van for, who pronounced his life in great danger.
For terms, which will be reasonable, ap
Meantime nearly the whole of the police kins, of this port, for Boston. Cid. 8th, ship N.
ecutive to remove officers who might violate
ply to
MOSES NASON.
Orleans, Cole, Liverpool.
the law, and that part in Relation to the im Buren 27 ; Granger 20 ; E. Everett 1. Ma corps, had arrived at the place of disturbance.
Kennebunk-port, Feb. 26, 1836.
At Ponce, 7th ult. brig Cadmus, Bell, from
peachment of officers—ordered to be printed. jority for Harrison 11.—Mr. Granger was They succeeded in arresting the individuals Wilmington, just ar.; brig Ponce, Davis, New
Mr. Holmes of Alfred, with leave, laid on nominated with only one dissenting voice, (the above mentioned, and the mob then gradual York, 2.
PROSPECTUS OF THE
the table a Bill, An Act additional to provide Van Buren men declining to vote.) The ly dispersed.
Ar. at New York, 28th ult. brig Ponce, Davis,
YANKEE
FARMER.
Another
strike,
—
Yesterday
morning,
the
Ponce.
for the punishment ofielonious assaults, and whig convention concurred in all these nom
laborers, mason tenders, &c. engaged in
attempts to poison, read and referred to the
In the Clyde, 26th Jan. brig Vernon, Merrill,
inations, and the two conventions agreed in working at the new buildings putting up in from New Orleans.
HIS paper is mostly devoted to the im
Judiciary Committee.
At Havana, 13th ult. barque Com. Morris,
portant branches of Agriculture and
the burnt district, struck for higher wages,
Passed to be enacted—An Act to incorpo an Electoral ticket.
unc.; brig Caroline, for New York.
Horticulture ; but as it contains many valua
rate the New Meadows Granite Company ;
The twenty-seven anti-masons who sup and with their hods and shovels on their
Ar
at
Apalachicola,
11th
ult.
sch.
Henry,
of
ble articles and receipts on the care, manage
North American Manufacturing Company ; ported Van Buren, according to a corres shoulders, formed in procession to the num and from Saco, 47.
ment and diseases of animals, on Arts and
ber of five or six hundred, and marching to
an Act to incorporate the Maine Silk Culture
Sailed from Boston, 25th nit. sch. Packet, Trades, Domestic Economy, Health, &c. &c.,
and Manufacturing Company; an Act to in pondent ofthe Boston Atlas, withdrew from the buildings compelled every laborer em
Perkins, of this port, for Port-au-Prince. She almost every thinking person, let his employ
the Convention, met and organized, and hav ployed there, to join them or flee.
corporate the Kittery Point bridge.
A messenger was despatched to the police went upon the rocks at Nix Male, where she ment be what it may, will find it to be a val
ing added a few open and avowed Jacksonoffice for assistance, and High Constable was thumping heavily at 4 P.M. and had her uable repository of“useful knowledge. The
1N SENATE.—WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2.
men to their number, proceeded to nominate
colors union down in the rigging ; but the sea Editor is practised in those branches to
The committee of conference on the part W. A. Palmer for Governor, J. S. Pettibone Hays, with a band of officers, proceeded to was so rough and the wind so violent, no assist which the paper is mostly devoted, and
the
scene
of
action,
accompanied
by
Assistant
of the Senate on the bill regulating the pun
ance could be given her.—[Later accounts say
Aiderman Greenfield, and Mr. Wetmore, to that she was tight and would probably be got off makes them his principal and favorite study ;
ishment of death, made a report stating that (one of the anti-masonic seceders) for Lt.
he will receive the assistance of some of the
arrest
or
disperse
the
rioters.
In
the
attempt,
without material damage.]
the conferees could not agree, and recom Governor and--------- Clark for Treasurer.
most intelligent men in this part of the coun
Waldron, officer, was cut on the hand and
mending that the Senate adhere to its vote of
try ; and from many valuable works already
across the elbow with a lathing hatchet, and
indefinite postponement. Accepted. The
U. S. Bank.—Mr. Biddle, in the course of
published, and many able journals in different
Thomas was knocked down, but they arrest
vote was subsequently reconsidered, and the his remarks, at the meeting of the Stock
parts of the United States, the most valuable
ed and carried to the office two men, named
report laid on the table.
HE third term of this Academy will matter will be selected that is suited to this
holders of theU. S. Bank, at Philadelphia, on Smith and Crowell, who were sent to prison.
Once read and tomorrow assigned—Re-t
commence on Wednesday March 16th. climate.
High Constable Hays addressed the mob,
solve further providing for the promulgation the 19th ult., said the loss of the right of es
From many testimonials in favor of the
The Trustees have secured the services of
telling them if they did not wish to work un
of the laws of the State (providing that the tablishing Branches was among the disadvan
less the wages were raised, to disperse peace Mr. Bryce M. Patten, who has had the Farmer the following resolution of the Cum
laws shall be published in pamphlet form ;) tages of the charter granted by the State Le
ably, go to some place of rendezvous, and charge of the Institution the last term, and berland Agricultural and Horticultural Socie
the Belfast Flannel Manufacturing Compa
there civilly signify to their employers their has given very general satisfaction. They’ ty, passed at their annual meeting last fall
gislature,
but
this
was
the
less
to
be
regretted,
ny ; the Howes’ Line Stage Company ; the
hope, therefore, that the Parents will avail when the paper was published in Cornish, is
as the new Bank would not probably wish to willingness to resume their labors when their themselves of the very good advantages selected.
Sebec Manufacturing Company.
terms were complied with, but not to attempt
establish Branches in other States, but would to disturb others who were disposed to work, which, it is believed, are here enjoyed.
Resolved, That in the absence of a period
(Extracts from Paris papers of Jan. 14, brought by the
ical paper in the county of Cumberland, de
T. O. LINCOLN, Secretary.
confine its operations chiefly to the State of for if they did they would assuredly be ar
Rubicon, at Boston from Havre.]
voted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Rural and
Kennebunk, March 5, 1836.
Pennsylvania. Mr. B. also intimated his de- rested and imprisoned. They then gave
PARIS, JAN. 12.
(t'jr’The Trustees of Union Academy will Domestic Economy, and other practical in
A despatch from Bayonne dated Jan. 10, termination to decline a re-election to the three cheers, and gradually dispersed. In
both of these strikes it is worthy of notice, hold a meeting at the Institution on Monday formation useful to the Farmer, we cheerfully
announces that the Meteore steamer had on office of President of the Institution.
recommend to the patronage of the Agricul
that the malcontents were almost all persons next, at 6 P. M.
that day arrived in the Roads at St. Sebastian,
turists and citizens generally of this county
of
foreign
birth,
and
some
had
been
but
a
few
in order to avenge some insults offered to the
(t/53Warren Bridge was opened to the
the Yankee Farmer, a semi-monthly paper
weeks
on
our
shores.
A Tenant is Wanted
French flag by the Carlists. After having public as a free bridge, on Wednesday last.
published in Cornish, Maine, by S. W. Cole,
awaited aggression on the part of some Carl
the Farm, situated at as a cheap and valuable repository of Agricul
No further riotings took place in New York
ists, the Meteore kept up a sharp and well The event was celebrated by many of the
Cape Porpoise, well known tural information, and meriting the encour
lUlilfc as U-t’le Perk’ns’ Farm.” A capa- agement of the Society and its friends.
directed fire, which induced them to send an citizens of Charlestown and Boston with on Wednesday, either owing to the military
officer with the assurance that, in future the ‘ public tokens of rejoicing’—the firing of can preparations, or to the heavy rain. Mr. Brink
ble, industrious man, who would
TERMS.
was apparently recovering.
French flag should be respected.
devote his whole time to its management,
The Yankee Farmer is published every
non, a procession of truckmen, a collation,
At Barcelona, deplorable excesses were
would meet with good encouragement.
other Monday on a demi-sheet in quarto form
committed on the 4th inst. More than a the decoration of the bridge with flags, &c. [Correspondence of the N. Y. Jour, of Com.]
For further particulars apply to
suitable for binding, at one dollar a year. A
The
bridge
has
now
become
the
property
of
hundred prisoners were massacred by the
WILLIAM LORD.
WASHINGTON, FEB. 22.
title page and index will be furnished at the
populace. The body of Col. O’Donnel was the Commonwealth—the law authorizing the
Kennebunk, March 5, 1836.
The Senate of Virginia has passed the Ex
close of the year.
terribly mutilated. The disturbance contin collection of toll having expired on the 1st punging Resolutions by a majority of six,
The first volume of the Farmer was pub
ued on the 5th. All persons suspected of
and they will be presented probably to-mor
lished in 1835, which may be had at the office
Carlism incurred the peril of being assassina inst. the bridge became free.
row. Mr. Tyler had determined to resign
E would once more remind those who bound or unbound. The second volume
ted. Mina, on receiving intelligence of this
immediately, and will give his views, at the
have promised Wood in payment for commenced the first of Jannary ; new sub
O^We
are
requested
to
state,
that
the
event on the previous day, set out for Barcelo
same time, in relation to the political state of Newspapers, and those who wish to pay in scribers can have back numbers.
na from St. Lorente.
Examination of the Students at Union Acade Virginia and of the Union. Mr. Leigh, I that article, that now is the last chance they
Post Masters and officers of Agricultural
The Carlists have entirely abandoned the my will take place on Tuesday next, in the have reason to believe, has determined to re will probably have of hauling it this season. Societies are requested to act as agents.
valley of the Bastan.
tain his seat, and resist the doctrine of instruc We would further observe, that we must have They are authorized to receive and give re
forenoon, and will not be public.
BAYONNE, JAN. 9.
tion.
something more substantial than promises, ceipts for payments.
Letters from the frontiers state that the
and that those who do not haul wood before
Any person who will send us five dollars
Thursday,
the
7th
of
April
next,
has
been
whole valley of the Roncal has risen in favor
At Portsmouth, N. H. a salute of 100 guns the sledding is gone, will be required to pay shall have six papers for one year.
ofthe Christinos ; and that all the inhabitants appointed by the Executive of Massachusetts, was fired on receiving the news that Penn- Cash.
JAMES K. REM1CH.
S. W. COLE.
' as a day of humiliation, fasting and prayer. sylvania bad re-chartered the U. S. Bank.
I
Kennebunk, March 5, 1836.
.are in arms.
Portland, Feb. 29,1836»
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Books & Stationery.

gave a brief account of the operation of the
PROBATE NOTICES
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
American Temperance Society ; stating, aTO PERSONS SUFFERING FROM RHEUMATIC
POETRY
mong other interesting items, that that So- (Ata Court of Probate holden at South Berwick,
COMPLAINTS.
within andfor the County of York, on thefirst
[From the N. Y. Commercial Advertiser.]
To the Editor of the Inquirer
ciety had been employed the seven years
V. -.
Monday of February, in the year of our Lord
humbugs.
ulcaied
by the, XXAS constantly on hand an extensive aslast past, in collecting facts in relation to
IR—On the principle inci
'
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-six,
by
the
What Humbug next aspires to be,
great and good Dr. Franklin, to dif-1
the great cause it had in view and had em
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge I
As high in rank as Number Three ?
bodied those facts in a printed volume, to
fuse
as
widely as possible every mean in our
of
said
Court
:
1
Where shall we find, or great or small,
which he invited the attention of this Socie
to mitigate or soften the afflictions of
The choicest humbug of them all ?
the petition of Joseph Cutts, Execu- power
|
Alas ? thou beauteous Baltimore,
ty.
Adjourned.
tor of the Iasi will of John Cutts, late <suffering humanity, 1 feel it incumbent upon
Too long thy fate must we deplore,
AFTERNOON.
of Eliot, in said county, deceased, representing ,me to make known through the medium of
Since Hist’ry’s muse is forced to mention,
that the personal estate of said deceased is your useful paper, that on reading therein
Met according to adjournment.
That chief of Humbugs—the Convention,
On motion of T.S. Brown,
I not sufficient to pay the just debts which he ■an advertisement of Dr. Jebb’s Liniment,
Slc.
Made up of hungry scores of elves
Voted, That Samuel Redington, Wm. owed at the time of his death, by the sum for the cure of RHEUMATISM, I was
Deputed by their noble selves,
Among
the
School
Books
are
the follow
of
two
hundred
and
twenty
one
dollars
and
To represent the people’s wishes, „
Thurston, and Samuel K. Gilman, be a
forcibly impressed with a belief that it was
ing
In dishing up “ the loaves and nshes.
committee to examine into the state of the eighty three cents, and praying for a license calculated to remove the severe Rheumatic Conversations on Vegetable Physiology ;
Lo ! what a throng of hungry leeches,
to sell and convey so much of the real estate
Finances of this Society.
With elbows patched and tattered breeches,
of said deceased, as may be necessary for the Affection to which I had been for seven or Flint’s Lectures upon Natural History, Geol
Swarm’d forth from North, and South, and
Mr. Thomas Adams, in behalf of the Ex payment of said debts and incidental char eight years subjected, sometimes almost de
ogy, Chemistry, the application of Steam,
and interesting discoveries in the Arts—a
ecutive Committee, made a Report, which ges : and also to have his first account of ad priving me of the use of my limbs. I ac
West,
.
, ,
To hear King Andrew’s high behest,
valuable work ;
ministration of the estate of said deceased cordingly procured a Bottle, and before I
on
being
read
was
accepted.
And like a pack of Eastern slaves,
The Hon. Robert P. Dunlap, President allowed :
had used the whole of it, found very sensible Hall’s Lectures ; do. do. to Female Teachers;
Or servile hacks and purchased knaves,
ORDERED—That the petitioner give relief. This increased my confidence in it, Infant School Manual ; Infant School Cards;
of the Society, appeared and took the Chair.
Crook low “ the hinges of the knee,”
Juvenile Lyre, for Primary Schools ;
And register the stern decree 1
John M. O’Brien, Esq. late Agent of the notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and led me to obtain another bottle, the use Greek Testament ; Greek Reader;
and to all persons interested in said estate,
Society, made a Report of his operations by causing a copy of this order to be pub of which has completely removed the swell Gould’s Virgil ; Latin Reader ;
To fill the ranks of patriots rare,
during the year past, which on being read lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in ings and pains of my limbs, together with Greek, Latin & French Grammars ;
Feds, quids and quacks were mingled there;
Republicans of the old school ,
was accepted and ordered to be published. Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks the cramp, and restored them to their wont Recueil Choisi ;
Dyed but an hour before ’i’th’ wool ;
Charles XII (French ;)
Mr. Pond, from the Committee appoint successively, that (hey may appear at a ed vigor.
I am respectfully yours,
With a half a score as good as any,
Nugent’s French Dictionary :
ed to arrange and present to the Society Probate Court to be holden at Saco, in
GEORGE TAYLOR, Jr.
Fresh from the bogs of dear Kilkenny ;
American first class book ; National Reader ;
such objects for deliberation, as in their o- said county, on the first Monday in March
And lest the Humbug should not be
Hempstead, L. I. March 24th.
Introduction to N. Reader; Young Reader;
Complete, there came from Tennessee, ,
pinion will be conducive to the promotion of next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
Persons suffering from the above com Analytical Reader ; Introduction to do.;
One of Steam-Doctor Thompson » men,
Temperance, made a report, accompanieo and shew cause, if any . they have, why the plaints, and in despair of a cure from the Sequel to Analytical Reader ;
prayer of said petitions should not be granted.
With hellebore and hot cayenne,
by sundry Resolutions, which, on motion,
failure of the various remedies they have Scientific Class Book ;
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
And quantum
of wild lobelia,
were taken up separately, as follows :
With which to either cure or kill ye,
used, are invited to make trial of this long Moral Class Book ; Classical Reader ;
A true copy—Attest,
Illustrious Rucker 1 thine the glory,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
1. Resolved, That it affords occasion for
and celebrated medicine, which has in years Political Class Book ; English Reader ;
Of these eight lines of this my story.
Feb. 13.
devout thankfulness that the cause of Tem
past cured and relieved, as it is also now Academical Speaker ; American Reader ;
Had it not been for thee, who knows,
perance continues to unite the hearts of At a Court of Probate held at South Berwick, doing, thousands who had despaired of re Biblical Reader ; Pronouncing Testament ;
(As oft this world so wicked goes,)
men of every sect and. party, and that we
But that New-York’s careering Son,
within and for the County of York, on the first lief. Nothing but a fair trial can give an Nichols’ Natural Theology ;
Might then have found his race was run ?
Monday in February, in the year of our Lord adequate idea of its unrivalled excellence. Abercrombie’s Philosophy ;
have been enabled, thus far, so harmonious
Upham’s Mental Philosophy ;
Who knows that but an awful sight,
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the
ly to conduct our operations.
Might then and there have passed outright,
Hon. WM. A. HA YES, Judge of said Court: It is also one ot the best applications known Nuttall’s Botany ; Lincoln’s do.
Which, after a little discussion was adopt
On“olc Kentuck’s great legislator,
BRA LANE, guardian of Ann-Maria for stiffness of the joints’, numbness, sprains Watts on the Improvement of the Mind ;
ed, and the 2nd Resolution was taken up.
The practical amalgamator,—
Newman’s Rhetorick ; Blair’s do. ;
Lane, a minor, of York, in said coun- and chilblains. Price 50 cents.
The man of whom the wags in sport,
2. Resolved, That the Executive Com
' ty, having presented her first accountffjr’None are genuine unless signed T. Whelpley’s Corfipend of History, with ques
Say that he made a ‘ mail report’—
mittee be instructed to inculcate through of guardianship of her said ward for allow
tions ;
KIDDER, on the wrapper, {sole Proprie
Tho man of whom ’tis often said,
Tytler’s
do.
do. with
do.;
the Temperance Herald, and their agents, ance :
He laid the v r«at Tecumseh dead—
tor,
and
successor
to
Dr.
C
onway
,)
by
English Teacher ; Mind and Matter ;
ORDERED—That the said guardian give
total abstinence from all that intoxicates
But who, let knaves
what they will,
whom they are for sale, at his Counting Alger’s Murray’s Exercises ; Murray’s Key ;
as the only principle that will secure the tri- notice to all persons interested, by causing a
Did not the dq^y chieftain kill.
; •
copy of thiih order to be published three! Room, No. 99, Court street, Boston, andi Grund’s Solid Geometry ; do. Plane do.;
u*"r‘h of the Temperance cause.
Hail Rucker ! hail I—thy voice potential,
Holbrook’s first Lessons in Geometry ;
“After cons’l"‘able discussion, the forego weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga by his special appointment, by
For old Kentuck proved influential
Colburn’s Algebra ; Bailey’s do ;
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
Hail Johnson '. brave in Indian slaughters ;
ing resolution was amenoeu, -\v S"1
?u that they may appear at a Probate Court to
Flint’s Surveying ; Hale’s do.;
And hail thy copper-colored daughters . .
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
Parley’s first book of History ; do. second do.;
the words i{ that intoxicates,” and insy ling beheld at York, in said county, on the first
And hail great man of Kinderhook !
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
Parley’s third book of History ;
And hail Professor Holland’s book ’. !
in lieu thereof, the words all intoxicating li Mvnday in Alay next, at ten of the clock in
But don’t forget, our good Magician,
’s U. S. History, with Emerson’s
quors as a drink ; when, on motion of Mr. the forenu0’1' and sll0w cause, if any they THE NEW YORK EADY’S Goodrich
1
03s’ To pay that Tennessee Physician ....
questions ;
® Adams of Waterville, it was laid on the ta have, why the sSM account should not .be
COMPANION.
Webster’s U. S. History ;
allowed.
„ . .
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
Ible, and the 3d resolution taken up.
Walch’s Book Keeping ;
—DEVOTED TO—
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
3. Resolved, That we regard the peri
Original and select tales, sketches, stones, Parker’s Exercises in Composition ;
A true copy—Attest,
[From the Maine Temperance Herald.]
<odical press as among the most prominent
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Blake’s Natural Philosophy ; Grund’s do.;
arts, sciences, amusements, fashions and
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE MAINE STATE
Blake’s Astronomy; Grund’s do.; Vose’s do.;
every description of Polite Literature.
means for advancing our cause, and that we
Feb. 13.___________ _____________________
Grund’s Chemistry ; Comstock’s do.
TEMPERANCE SOCIETY.
recommend renewed and earnest efforts to
HE
selections
will
be
made
with
taste
The Fifth Annual Meeting of the Maine promote the universal circulation through At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with
and
judgment,
from
the
most
celebra

Primers—Worcester’s, Wood’s New York,
in and for the County of York, on the first
Temperance Society, was held at the the State, of the Maine Temperance Her
ted and distinguished English, French and
New England, Barnum’s first and second
Monday in January, m the year of our Lord
Meeting-house of the Baptist society in Au ald.
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon German Periodicals, on a plan that will be at books.
gusta, Feb. 3 and 4, 1836.
The meeting
Spelling Books—Webster’s New, Worces
Before the question was taken on this
ourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said once agreeable, entertaining and interesting,
and at such a low price, that it can be ob ter’s Primary, Emerson’s National, Introduc
was called to order by Mr. Redington of Resolution, it was postponed for the pur
Court *
tained
by
every
class
of
readers.
This
pub

tion to National, Kelley’s & Marshall’s.
Vassalboro’, the President of the Society be pose of giving the committee on the Finan
ARAH HUSTON, administratrix of the
Dictionaries—Webster’s Octavo & School;
estate of Abraham Huston, late of San lication will be of that nature which will en
ing absent, Stephen Sewall, President of the ces time to make their report.
its success to every branch of the com Walker’s, Worcester’s & Johnson’s.
ford, in said county, yeoman, deceased, havsure

Kennebec County Temperance Society,
Mr. Redington, from the Committee ap ing presented her first account of administra munity, and all articles will be of a moral,
Grammars—Putnam’s Murray, (abridg
took the chair, and the meeting was opened pointed to inquire into the state of the Fi
ment,) Murray’s large, Ingersoll’s, Smith’s
tion of the estate of said deceased, for allow pleasing and instructive nature.
by prayer by Rev. Mr. Drinkwater.
It will be issued on the 15th of every Productive, Greenleaf’s & Greene’s.
nances, made a report by which it appeared ance : and also her petition for an allowance
A communication was received from that the Society was in debt to the amount out of the personal estate of said deceased : month, stitched on a colored cover, printed
Anthmeticks--Colburn’s first Lessons; Se
William A. Drew, Recording Secretary of of $1009 45, and to meet this there is aORDERED—That the said administratrix otm I ,od paper, with new and handsome type, quel to do., Smith’s, Welch’s (improved,) Em
and
’
^ontain
from
forty
to
fifty
large
octavo
erson’s first part, do. second do., do. third do.;
the Society, declining a re-appointment to vailable the sum of $413 25, leaving a bal give notice to all persons interested, by caus
a copy
of 9this order
to be published
three pages, which form at the close of the year Walch’s, Adams’ & Scholar’s.
IUI j;
H1C aaiuc
*
rJ
9
f;
ance of $596 20 unprovidedJ for
the
same 1 ing
that office.
two
uncommon
large
volumes
for
the
small
Keys to Colburn’s Sequel ; Emerson’s sec
On motion,
gentleman suggested the exjpediency oflhe wee^s successively, in the Kennebunk Ga- sum of THREE dollars per annum, payable ond and third part, and Bailey’s Algebra.
iscrintion naner zette’ Printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
Voted, That Charles Waterhouse of Au Secretary preparing a subscription
paper
in advance ; the last number of each volume
Geographies
Atlases—Goodrich’s Malte
gusta, and James Allen of Bangor, be Sec for the signature of those persons who are that they may appear at a Probate Court to be will be accompanied by a beautiful engraved
Brun, Olney’s, Woodbridge’s, Goodrich’s,
held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the first
retaries until others are chosen.
disposed to contribute.
Monday in April next, at ten of the clock title page and index. The work will be oc Cummings’ and Blake’s Universal.—Parley’s,
On motion ofT. S. Brown,
The report was accepted and the sub in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they casionally embellished with splendid draw Blake’s & Brinsmade’s first lessons in Geog
Voted, That Henry Little of Bangor, scription paper made out.
have, why the said account should not be al ings and engravings.
raphy.
The advantages arising from the above
Josiah Little of Danville, and Simon Page
Miscellaneous—Child’s Own book of Am
On motion of T. S. Brown, The Society lowed, and said allowance made.
publication
will
be
easily
conceived,
—
con

Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
erican Geography; Young Astronomer; Ma
of Hallowell, be a committee to examine resumed the consideration of the 3d resolu
taining by far a greater quantity of matter yor’s Botany ; Parley’s Arithmetic ; Child’s
A true copy—Attest,
the credentials of Delegates, and report a tion, and after much animated discussion, it
than could in any other way be brought to do. by Fowle ; Blake’s conversations on comWm. Cutter Allen, Register.
list to the Society.
passed without amendment.
gether in one form and in a regular and | mon things ; Polite Learning, &c. &c.
Feb. 20.
Mr. Adams of Waterville, introduced to
4. Resolved, That we still consider it
standard manner, which is far preferable to
BIBLES & TESTAMENTS, a great vari
the Society the Rev. Dr. Edwards, Corres our duty to expose to public view the im
Valuable Real Estate at
keeping Scrap Books and Albums, or preser
ponding Secretary of the American Tem morality of the traffic in ardent spirit, a sin
Auction.
ving every piece that is interesting to the ety.—Quartos, in a variety of bindings, with
reader ; whereas in the proposed publication, and without apocrypha, concordance, referen
HE subscriber ofperance Society.
t
that becomes more and more aggravated as
all can be preserved alike and in a suitable ces, psalms, plates and maps ; Octavos, some
Voted, That all Committees be raised by light upon the subject is increased.
fers for sale at
style
for binding ; and thus not only do credit elegant : Duodecimos and Pocket, of all pri
Public Auction, on the
nomination from the Chair.
The above resolutiou wa£ passed without
to
the
library of the Philosopher, but add ces. Pronouncing and Common Testaments,
premises,
on
Saturday
Fo/eiZ, That the Rev. Dr. Edwards be amendment, when the 5th was called up
greatly to the knowledge and amusement of of all sizes and prices.
the
nineteenth
day
of
March
next,
at
two
requested to tak£ a seat in this body, and and after some amendment passed in the
o’clock P. M. his Homestead, viz : Two story every branch of the present generation.
take part in its deliberations.
A publication on this plan has never been Such as Ledgers, ruled for double or single
following form :
L. House, well finished, Barn, Cider House
attempted in New York, although many of a entry ; Wastes ; Journals ; Day Books of all
On motion,
5. Resolved, That Committees raised and other out buildings.
Voted, That Samuel M. Pond, Justin for the purpose of collecting and reporting
similar nature have been long established in sizes ; Long and common Quarto Account
—also—
Edwards, Thomas Adams, Rev. Mr. Hus facts relative to the evils arising from the Tanyard, Bark House, Curry shop, a good our sister cities with great success ; the pub Books ;—Record Books, a great variety
ted, John M. O’Brien, Richard H. Vose,' use of ardent spirit, [with the number and well of water, near the House. About six lisher therefore begs leave to assure the pub Memorandums of almost every description
lic, that his arrangements are such that he Justice’s Records ; Note Books ; Alphabets.
Esq. and David Thurston, be a Committee names when judged expedient, of those con- teen acres of prime
hopes to meet the patronage of an enlighten
Albums, with and without plates—bound
MOWING & TILLAGE LAND,
to arrange and present to this Society such1 cerned in the indiscriminate sale of them,]
ed and discriminating community.
in embossed morocco and plain.
subjects for deliberation as in their opinion is a measure adapted to promote the cause with a good orchard on the same. The aSeveral gentlemen of known literary talent
Kennebunk, Dec. 14, 1835.
will be conducive to the promotion of the of Temperance and the good of the commu bove described estate is pleasantly situated in have generously tendered their assistance, to
South Berwick village, on the post road lead
Temperance cause.
Real Estate for Sale.
nity.
ing from Dover to Portland, and would be a enable the Publisher to accomplish his object
Voted, That Thaddeus Pomeroy of Gor
in commencing the 11 J\Tew York Lady's Com
On motion of T. S. Brown,
suitable place for any sort of a mechanic.
rjlHE subscriber offers for sale
ham, Rev. Mr. Drinkwater of Hallowell,
ffj^Terms liberal and make known at Sale. panion f
Voted, That when the Society adjourn,
his Dwelling-house, (a two
All
those
splendid
sketches
that
have
gain

and George W. Pruden of. Vassalboro’, be it adjourn to meet at the Rev. Mr. Tap
STEPHEN NICHOLS.
story L. house, 44 by 41 feet,)
ed such celebrity in France and Italy, w'll be
South Berwick, Feb. 17, 1836.
a Committee to prepare Rules and Orders pan’s Meeting-house, to hear an address
barn, Stable and five acres of
translated and re-printed in the columns of
Land adjoining, situated in Alfred, about h a
for the Government of this meeting.
from the Rev. Dr. Edwards. Adjourned.
this monthly periodical.—The great range of mile from the village, on the road to the
Voted, That a committee of one person
EVENING.
materials the publisher has already in his
“ Shaker’s Village,” so called. For further
HE subscriber having contracted with
from each County be raised to report a list
power, together with the assistance offered, particulars apply to the subscriber on the
The Society met according to adjourn
the
town
of
Kennebunk,
to
support
the
of officers for the Society for the ensuing ment.
will enable him to present to the public such premises.
ANDREW NOBLE.
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
year, and the following gentlemen were
Dr. Edwards delivered an animated and notice that he has made suitable provision a work as he hopes will meet their approba
Alfred, February 2, 1836.
tion,
and
he
asks
only
for
the
support
to
chosen.
eloquent address on the subject of Temper for them at the Alms-House, and hereby
which the merits of the publication may enti TO WORKMEN ON STONK
York—not represented.
forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
ance before the Society.
him.
Cumberland— Moses E. Woodman.
of the Paupers of said town on my account, tle ^^Subscriptions
On motion of Rev. Mr. Thurston,
received atNo. 58, Wall
HE subscriber wishes to make contracts
Lincoln—-Jeremiah Ellsworth.
or
on
account
of
the
town,
as
I
shall
pay
no
Voted, That the thanks of this Society
Street, up stairs—where letters may be ad
for Quarrying Stone by the ton. Also
bill
for
their
support.
Hancock—Samuel M. Pond.
be tendered to Dr. Edwards for his able
dressed to the subscriber (post paid.)
for hammering ditto, by the foot.
JAMES WARREN.
Washington—not represented.
%*Post Masters and others becoming aand interesting address, and to assure him
Persons who understand either of the aKennebunk, May 1, 1835.
ly.
Kennebec—Thomas W. Smith.
gents for the work, are required to remit only bove branches, and wish to engage in the bu
that the views and opinions advanced by
$2,50
to
the
publisher
for
each
subscriber.
Oxford— not represented.
siness early in the Spring, will please send
him meet the cordial approbation of this
Persons furnishing five subscribers and for their proposals, or call on the Agent of the
Somerset—Rev. Mr. Sikes.
Society.
HE subscribers, having contracted with warding the amount of $15, will be entitled Kennebunk-port Granite and Rail-Road
Penobscot—Romulus Haskins.
On motion, Mr. Adams was charged to
the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup to the work free for one year.
Waldo—not represented.
Company.
communicate the foregoing vote to Dr. Ed
port the Poor of said town the present year,
WILLIAM W. SNOWDEN.
Voted, That when the meeting adjourn,
B. F. MASON, Agent.
wards.
hereby give notice that they have made the
NewrYork, 1835.
it adjourn to meet again at 2 o’clock, P. M.
Kennebunk-port, Jan. 13, 1836.
Adjourned to meet at the Baptist Meet necessary provisions for their support. They
Mr. Drinkwater, from the Committee
therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust
ing-house.
Ship Timber & Plank,
appointed to prepare rules and orders for
ing any of the paupers of said town, as they
[ To be continued.'}
Y Bowne & Wisner, for publishing by
the government of this meeting, made the
are determined to pay no bill for their sup
subscription, a new work, entitled :—
port.
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
following Report which was accepted.
Popery the fatal enemy of Civil and Religious Liberty.
FRANCIS BOSTON.
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
Rule 1. The Society, while in Session, O"Wanted Immediately, «¿0
BY REV. C. W. BROWNLEF, D. D.
WO or three active lads, between four
Kennebunk-port, April 21, 1835.
ly.
Kennebunk, January 22, 1836.
shall meet at 9 o’clock, A. M.—adjourn at
teen and sixteen years of age, as appren
At the present crisis, when the all-absorb
1 o’clock P. M. to meet at 2 o’clock, P. M.
tices to the Tin and Stove business.
Cheese,
ing subject of popery is claiming the atten
NOTICE.
Rule 2. The meetings shall be formally
UST received and for sale a quantity of tion of every Patriot and Christian in our re
FOR sale a large assortment of
HE subscriber, being under the neces
opened and closed each day with prayer.
Cheese, of a very superior quality, by the public, the undersigned beg leave to offer the
STOVES & FIRE FRAMES,
sity of relinquishing his business on
Rule 3. All Committees shall be nomina
above work to the American community.
subscriber.
account of his health, requests all persons
of different patterns, which will be sold very
ted by the President.
WILLIAM LORD. Its object is to demonstrate from authentic indebted to him to make payment previous
low for cash or approved notes.
Rule 4. All resolutions shall be in wriKennebunk, Jan. 29, 1836.
documents, and the historical evidence of to the 20th of March next—and all persons
LEVI P. HILLARD.
past ages, that Popery is the fatal enemy of having demands against him are requested to
tingand after being read to the Society, shall
Kennebunk, February 6, 1836.
Civil and Religious Liberty. The author’s present the same for payment.
be submitted to a Committee of Arrange
name, it is believed, is a sufficient guarantee
M.
LORD
has
just
received
a
supply
JOHN WAKEFIELD.
ments to be discussed or disposed of in the
Ship Timber.
of New Goods, which are offered for to the public, that the subject will be ably
Wells, Deo. 17, 1835.
manner they shall prescribe.
treated.
sale on very favorable terms.
Rule 5. No member shall be allowed to
X XT A NT ED by the subscriber
It will contain about 200 pages, 18mo. on
Kennebunk, Jan. 29, 1836.
speak more than ten minutes at a time, nor
▼ ’
Ship Timber suitable for a
fine paper
price 50 cents, single copy, or
more than twice on the same subject or res vessel of 280 tons. Small Timber taken as
OR sale by the subscriber Gennessee
DAGS prime COFFEE, for sale 4,50 per dozen. It will be published as soon
olution, without the consent of the Society. usual.
Flour, and Corn.
_
as possible.
BOWNE & WISNER,
WILLIAM LORDProprietors of the “ jV*. Y. Protestant Press.”
T. POMEROY, Chairman.
WILLIAM LORD.
WILLIAM GOOCH.
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